ATTENDEES

AGENDA

TAF Status

- Functional tests:
  - Non-Security 612 tests - All pass
  - Security 613 tests - 1 failed – on arm64 machine
    - IntervalactionPOST002 - Create pre-created intervalaction with pre-created interval

- Integration tests:
  - Non-Security 132 tests - All pass
    - Timeout has been exceeded on arm64 machine
  - Security 135 tests - All pass
    - Timeout has been exceeded on arm64 machine

- Performance tests:
  - Non-Security 10 tests - All pass
  - Security 9 tests - All pass

QA Progress

Done

IN PROGRESS

- Create UCR for performance test harness #1317

ISSUE For failed case

- Tests CoreConfig002 and IntervalactionPOST002 failed on arm64 platform #885
Core Progress

- Several docs are updated

Other Business

- 🚨 [Performance] App service out of memory when the function process is slower than receiving events #1516

Core /QA WG [Project Board]

Security [Project Board]

EdgeX Documentation Overhaul [Project Board]

NOTES

- Next meeting date: Jan 9, 2024